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        	3' Up, 3' Down Independent Rake Beams
	No Hang-Up Points or Restrictions
	60" Rake Wheels w/Rubber Mounted Teeth
	Rear Hydraulic Windrow Width Adjustment

        
            Features

            	The HC7116 HI-CAPACITY 16-wheel rake has the raking wheels positioned ahead of the rake arms, main frame beams, and transport wheels.
	Maximum raking width from the center of the front left rake wheel to the center of the front right rake wheel is 25’ on the standard rake, and 27’ 3” with a 2-wheel extension.
	With a high and wide rear frame, there are no hang-up points or restrictions when raking the heaviest of hay crops.
	Disc-style brakes on each front gauge wheels can be easily adjusted to field conditions and road travel.
	Large independent 60” rake wheels with torsional dampening springs follow the contours of the ground smoothly.
	A large diameter rake wheel hub is used for added strength to the rake wheel dish.
	The adjustment for the ground pressure on the rake wheels allows the operator to fine-tune the heavy-duty wheel rakes to fit varying conditions.
	The rake arms feature two ball bearings on each end of the arm for long life, smooth operation, and less wear than rakes with bushings.
	The 60” diameter heavy duty rake wheels w/UV treated poly wind panels turn slower for less tooth wear and deliver more capacity.
	Rear windrow width is adjusted by a hydraulic cylinder – A 3rd remote is needed.
	Independent articulated rake beams have the flexibility to flex 3’ up or 3’ down.
	Raking widths can be hydraulically adjusted in any position up to the pre-determined raking width. Setting the spring loaded stop allows you to set a pre-determined raking width.
	Rear limited oscillating offset tandem transport wheels ensure a smooth, level ride, even over irrigation tracks.
	An adjustable hitch and jack are standard equipment.


        

                
                
            Specifications

            	 	HC7116

Rake Wheels	 	HC7116

	Number of Wheels	16
	Wheel Diameter	60″
	Teeth Per Wheel	18 sets of 2 = 36
	Rake Wheel Hubs	Tapered Bearings
	Ground Pressure Rake Wheel Adjustment	Nut/Threaded Rod



Standard	 	HC7116

	Rake Wheel Suspension	Independant Rake Wheel Suspension w/Buffered Compression Spring System
	Number of Raking Positions	7
	Rake Wheel Wind Panels	Standard
	Jack	Standard
	Gauge Wheels	2-IF240/80R15IMP
	Tandem Rear Transport Wheels	4-IF240/80R15IMP



Hydraulic	 	HC7116

	Hydraulic Requirements	1 Double Acting Cylinder For Folding - 1 Double Acting Cylinder for Rake Wheel Lift
	Windrow Width Adjustment	Hydraulic
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2-Wheel Front Add-On Kit 


Two Additional Front Rake Beam Caster Wheels


Highway and Work Lighting Kit 


10,100# Safety Chain
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            Testimonials

            ""
David L., | Marathon, WI
"They work really well. We were using trucks in the field and then we had a really wet summer, so we needed something to haul the sileage. The trucks can stay on the hard surface, and the tractors can do the field work. Our efficiency has gone up about 15-20%."
Ben Wohlgemuth | New Brunswick
"H&S has provided the best quality products over the years for me. From Load Kings to 7+4, they have met the challenge. H&S has been a great part to the local community, from job training to 4-H and FFA."
William Litzer | Marathon, WI
"“We just want to say thanks for making our life easier. One of our rakes is seventeen years old and performs as great as our other three newer ones.”"
Bethers Farm | Torrington, WY
"H&S Top Shot is a good quality spreader."
Jacob Roskopf | Edgar, WI
"H&S forage wagons are made of great quality and with pride."
Derek Grossman | Pittsville, WI
"H&S forage boxes are well built and easy to operate."
Garrett Keem
"My H&S wrapper and manure spreader are both built very well."
Daniel Thies | Westby, WI
"This was the first product from H&S that we purchased for our operation. We bought our 310 Manure Spreader back in 2000 and have used it almost weekly in the winter months. The durability of their equipment has made a lasting impression on our farm. We are very pleased with the H&S brand."
Iden Farms | Newark, OH
"Our H&S 430 manure spreader – Had it for 8 years now and love it! Great product!"
Jordan Miller | Thomas, Oklahoma
"“H&S 425 manure spreader, largest spreader on the farm, is very useful for our 400-cow dairy operation!"
Mackey Wright 
"Switching to H&S rear unload wagons more than doubled our daily production over front unload wagons. Their simplicity and ease of maintenance as well was a big deal! Highly recommend these wagons to anyone putting up forage. These wagons will be here to stay!! Great product."
Austin Moe
"Our 5 H&S chopper boxes have always treated us well and never skip a beat. Our H&S forage blower, 310 H&S manure spreader, and H&S Hay Tedder have all treated us well."
Steven Salzmann | Marshfield, WI
"Great spreader and some nice upgrades from the Gehl patent!"
Jacob Roskopf | Edgar, WI
"One of 3 we own. Best wagons we have run."
Clint van Hatten | Barneveld, NY 
"“Bought new in 2017 and has been a great investment.”"
Mike Gruneweld | Caroline, WI
"The H&S 6128 merger is so simple to use. It was a charm last year."
Erik Monjaraz | Zumbrota, MN
"My farm has been using H&S rakes for about ten years. Ever since we switched to H&S, we have had hardly any breakdowns. They are durable and made out of strong material. Overall, H&S is the nicest and best company to work with."
Maddox Coffman
"We bought this spreader new in July of 2011. It spreads 2 loads of manure every day. It has been our best spreader we have ever had."
Carter Allen | Smock, PA
" “Simple and easy to operate.”"
Bruce Dobmeier | Freeport, MN
"We love our H&S live bottom Wide Body’s. They are a game changer when it comes to hauling crops."
Lynsey McKeen | Albion, ME
"I own a custom chopping business and ten years ago the first wagon that I started out with was an H&S 16ft combo box. It was used, but I’ve continued to use it every year since. Throughout the years I’ve purchased two more used ones and one brand-new Wide Body! They are reliable, easy to"
Jake Walz | Glen Haven, WI
"If you are looking for a simple merger that makes clean, uniform rows, then the 6128 Twin-Flex Merger is the way to go. With minimal electronics it is super easy to run, and you can put a 100 HP tractor on it with no issues. We have been well-served by H&S equipment for many years."
Tyler Day | Arcade, NY
"We are a third-generation farm. Custom chopping and trucking is a large part of our operation. We also manage a large local dairy farm as well as milk two herds at two locations at our own farm. H&S equipment has been a longtime asset to our business. Our trucking end of our operation is constantly"
John Stevenson | Wayland, NY
"Ran across a couple thousand acres in 2020 with my H&S 7116. It’s the best rake I’ve ever baled behind. Every time I use it, I’m impressed – Windrows are smooth and clear of dirt, and it doesn’t leave anything behind when raking large heavy windrows for baleage. Absolutely love it!"
Michael Zimmerman | Markesan, WI
"“I started a bale wrapping business five years ago when I bought my first H&S wrapper. Since then, I have purchased a second bale wrapper and wouldn’t go with any other brands! Very easy to run!”"
Eric Otte | Randolph, MN
"When H&S came out with the right-hand discharge, that’s what switched us to H&S for this size spreader because with right-hand discharge, all your controls are on the right side. I really like this spreader. I’ve had this one three years, it’s got over 12 million gallons through it. It holds up really well."
Kelly Reinart | Granton, WI
"This is my third rake I’ve had, and it does a lot better job and you can go faster."
Duane Wanta | Eland, WI
"My grandpa’s had H&S equipment and my dad has, and it’s proven itself throughout the years. Yes, we had some other brands in between there, but we’ve always gone back to the H&S because it just seems like they’re more durable and hold up a lot better."
John Swenson, Marshfield, WI
"You guys know as well as I do in the wintertime, when it’s real cold, that takes a lot of stress on this thing.  I’ve got to use it every day in the wintertime, cold or not.  It’s reliable and I got good service where I bought it from, so it works."
Dennis Hemmersbach | Norwalk, WI
"We bought one 425 back in 2006. It was a really good spreader and we liked it so much that we decided to go back with another one. They’re easy to use, there’s not a lot of moving parts, it’s low-maintenance. Winters in Wisconsin get cold, and they don’t freeze up."
Victor Goettl | Chippewa Falls, WI
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H&S Main Office
2608 S. Hume Ave.
Marshfield, WI 54449
715-387-3414
geninfo@hsmfgco.com



H&S Warehouse
10145 Lakeshore Road
PO Box 1260
Ripley, NY 14775
716-736-7595


                

                
                
                    
H&S Clintonville Office
N11651 HWY 22
Clintonville, WI 54929
715-823-3974
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